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the use of.When Alex Gray, the last
Japanese kabuki actor working in the
United States, played the lead in the
production of the musical "Candide" at
San Diego's Old Globe Theater this
summer, he was surrounded by some of
the Western entertainment industry's
most sought-after actresses. The reason?
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They are all part of Gray's particular
cinematic clan. That includes actresses
such as Nicole Kidman, Neve Campbell,
Janeane Garofalo, Emily Deschanel,
Julianne Moore, Amanda Peet and Diane
Venora. "In kabuki there's kind of a
family," Gray says. "There are a lot of
talented young girls that want to be a
kabuki actor, and in order to do that you
have to apprentice. Advertisement And
the women and the girls are very
supportive of each other. They go to each
other's apartments and houses and offer
assistance. They hang out together and
hang out together. "They are all very
talented and my experience has been
that they are very supportive, and have
been doing this since they were very
young." That is more than 45 years ago
when Gray entered Japan's theatrical
world. The experience prompted him to
return to Los Angeles, where he found he
still had a good number of friends among
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the Japanese and Asian film industry
people. Gray has had five roles in
American film, including in "Dragonfly,"
"The Siege" and the movie "Redwood."
Among his stage credits are "The House
of Blue Leaves" and "Women Without
Men." Gray's kabuki experience has
become something of a refuge, as he has
found a place for himself among the socalled kinky fraternity. "I like being
amongst the girls," says Gray, who is 48.
"I mean, there's nothing more fun than
being a girl. They always act happy." The
most entertaining period in Gray's life in
Japan is when he was 10 years old. At the
age of 10 he performed alongside his idol,
former Japanese prime minister Kakuei
Tanaka. At that time, Gray was acting in
the movie "Lucy." This is the stage where,
at age 13, Gray achieved an age many
Japanese males approach before starting
their career in kab
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